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"I'll back that to the limit,” says Miss Dorothy
~~

Kilgallen, spunky globe-circling girl reporter

ay

= —
AROUND THE WORLD IN 24 DAYS. “It was a breathless dash,’ said Miss Dorothy Kilgallen, famous
girl reporter, back at work (above) after finishing
her assignment to circle the world by air in recordbreaking time. (Right) Her exciting arrival at the
Newark Airport. “I snatched meals anywhere,” she
says, “ate all kinds of food. But Camels helped me
keep my digestion tuned up. Ill bet on them any
time
—for mildness, for their delicate flavor, and
for their cheery ‘lift.’ Camels set me right!”

©

ages nerves and good digestion enable
you to glide over trying incidents and
get the full enjoyment out of working, eating,
and playing. No wonder that so many who

make their mark in the world today are steady
Camel smokers!

At mealtimes—enjoy Camels for the aid
they give digestion. By speeding up the flow
of digestive fluids and increasing alkalinity,

iii cette i

Camels contribute to your sense of well-being.
Between meals—get a “lift” with a Camel.

|,
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Camels don’t get on the nerves, or irritate

ae abe

my digestion,” says B. C. Simpson,
oil-well shooter. “I find Camels put
a heap more joy into eating.”

the throat. Join the vast army of smokers

WeSela

who say: “Camels set you right!”
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Copyright, 1937, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina

Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS

;

».§”

— Turkish and Domestic— than any other popular brand
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FEBRUARY
Ladies and Gentlemen: We give you February, the month of outstanding events; including
the birthdays of Washington and Lincoln, St.
Valentine’s Day, and the Junior Prom. We can
be proud of all of them. They all represent a

spirit of one kind or another.
Many are the eulogies which have been writ-

ten about the lives, ideals and deeds of the two
presidents. One of them used his extraordinary
talent in the inauguration of a democracy and
a Union yet unprecedented in political history,
and the other was the key man in preserving
that Union in the time of the nation’s greatest

crisis. Together they are the personification of
a spirit peculiar to Americans—that of coopera-

No. 2

THE CATHOLIC PRESS MONTH
February has been designated as Catholic
press month. The idea of setting aside the
month of February for the Catholic press is to
encourage the Catholic laity to interest themselves in the work of the apostolate of the
press. About the only supply that most people
have for new thought is reading, and if we do
not read our minds dry out like the streams in
a hot July. Now one of the vital phases of life
for a Catholic is his interest in things Catholic.
How is it possible for him to keep this interest
alive if he does not read papers and magazines
and books that foster that interest?

friendships—hearts, candy and otherwise, are
put into circulation in wholesale quantities.

A very popular magazine with the general
public today is “The Reader’s Digest.” Just
recently two magazines of a similar nature
have been started, “The Catholic Student’
published at 317 West 56 street, New York
City, and “The Catholic Digest’? published at
244 Dayton street, St. Paul, Minn. Both of these
very fine magazines contain digest of articles
in Catholic magazines. They are not intended

Everybody’s happy.

to replace your favorite magazines but to sup-

tion to the nth degree.

St. Valentine’s Day is looked upon by one
and all as a day of warm-heartedness and good-

fellowship. It is a time to commemorate close

And with what more appropriate a group
could we place our recent social highlight, the
’88 Junior Prom. It commemorated the friendships of at least three years duration and was
the very symbol of cameraderie. Everybody who

was there thanks everybody else who was there
for cooperating in providing an exceptionally
successful social evening for all concerned.
However, it merely followed the pattern of all
University of Dayton get-togethers—a pattern

plement them. You cannot read all the magazines of a month and these digests tell you what
is the best written during the past month. Both
of the new magazines are to be found in the
religion class. The next time you go in there
give them the once over and you will see for
yourself that they are very much worth your
while.

of which we are all justly proud.
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Sob Story
@ By M. J. Hillenbrand
In this issue of the Exponent Martin has
turned story teller, proving that he is a
versatile writer. The story reads like he
has seen the Orient but he hasn’t.

“How do you stand the climate here in

Saigon?’”’ was the best opener I could think of.
We talked a bit, and finally came to the
strategic point where I asked rather prosaically,

and with every good intention, ‘‘Tell me your
story; you look like a man who has gone

M4 [sone

only one place hotter than

Saigon when it’s hot, and that’s hell,”
will sputter any old tar who, between tramp
pot-boilers, has watched his vitals ooze away
in the steamy, soul-sogging Indo-China port.
Fresh out of school and as green as they come,
I had been stuck there on my first assignment
to probe some vague oil possibilities. Only a
little probing had proved that the possibilities
were not only vague but non-existent; now I

was waiting for the first steamer to carry the
unmelted part of me away.
Seated on the veranda of possibly the world’s

worst hotel not classified as flophouse, I was
bravely fighting off tropical lassitude and sipping at intervals, froma tall glass, a concoction
which the bleary bar-keep had extravagantly
designated as the “coolingest drink in Saigon.”
A figure which I didn’t bother to look at
shadowed up to my table, stopped—and just
stood. I just sat. Nothing continued to happen,
so I strained my neck into angle to observe a
string-bean of a man, swathed in a white duck
outfit and with one of those “infinite sorrow”
expressions. He stared at my glass, mentally exraying into the contents. It was all too sad.
With a weak wave of the hand, I motioned him
to the seat beside me; and with tacit understanding, pointed to my glass and nodded to

the hovering flunky.
For a while we both just sipped. Then he
murmured,

“Yes,

it was a

long time

ago—

twenty years, and I haven’t been the same man
since.”
It was Oxford English, perfect diction and all
that. Despite heat and sodden humidity my
curiosity perked. Here was a man of breeding,

and—I began to note—dignity, reduced to
sponging drinks. Thereon must hanga tale,
thought I. I called for another glass; he looked
at me gratefully and sighed. What a load his
soul must have borne!
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through a lot. Maybe I can help some way.”
Prefacing his next words with a sigh of gratitude, as if waiting for the opportunity, he
drawled musingly, ‘Yes, twenty years, and my

heart has been torn, my conscience wracked,
and my morale—well, you can see for yourself;
it’s come to sponging drinks off strangers. All
because of an experience which drained me
clean of ambition and zest for life.”
I noted occasional expressions that didn’t
jibe with the Oxford accent, but reflected that
after all, a person could hardly be expected to
maintain 100 per cent King’s English talking
to coolies, bar-tenders and sailors.
He struggled on: “‘Jameson—the best friend
a man ever had—and I came to this feverish
hole looking for treasure. At school we had
studied about those vast ruins sunk back in the
Indo-China jungles, all that remains of the old
Khmers who suddenly vanished as a race, leav-

ing only their palaces and temples and cities
as cenotaphs. It dawned on us that in their
hasty exit, they might have left something
behind. People who could rear such immense

piles of rock must have been powerful, wealthy;
perhaps buried in the crumbling remains were
diamonds, gold, rubies—and to two young kids
a treasure-hunt sounded like all the glamor in
the world added to certain wealth. An archaeology prof dropped a hint that it mightn’t be
a bad idea to look. We kept thinking about it;
and with our diplomas still unrolled, we

boarded a three-master bound for ports east.

“Well, we got here to Saigon at the worst
time of the year for jungle-going—everything

slimy and dripping from three months of rainy

season; big fat leeches like chunks of liver

hanging on every leaf ready to plop in your

face and suck blood; ooze and rotten, steaming
humus, three feet deep; mosquitoes and a
thousand other insect varieties, freshly bred
and hungry. Old traders told us to wait till the

sun dried things up, but our money wouldn’t
hold that long. Porters were hard to get, and
tried to play our greenness for all it was worth.
Anyway—we finally got going, headed into the
jungle beyond Saigon with the lost city of
Bankhor as general goal.
“For three weeks we slopped and waded
through the tangled mess of trees, undergrowth
and swamp. Some of our men deserted, slinking
away at night. Insects kept up a twenty-four
hour attack, and Jameson and I were nothing
but agglomorations of red welts and lumps.

Smeared with a shiny oil, the natives were
unmolested. We tried the oil, but found the
intolerable stink worse than the bite.
“With lines converging at nowhere, our
maps were particularly vague; and if one toothless old native with unbelievable endurance,
called Nimjob, hadn’t known where we wanted
to go, we’d probably still be wandering through
Indo-China. I don’t know how straight a path
he led us, but at least he led. Both Jameson
and I were ready to quit. All we wanted was
some clear water to drink, that we didn’t have
to first boil into a brackish murk; some ground
that didn’t bubble under your feet; some trees
that didn’t shed blood-suckers on you; some
other smell than the decaying fetidness of
dank moss and leaves, of sweating, oily natives.
But driven by some internal compulsion we kept
on, till one late afternoon we broke into a clearing—only comparatively so, for grass-heads
waved in our faces.
“We halted—this was as good a place as any
for night camp. Packs down. After a while,
tents up. But old Nimjob merely stood and
gazed out of the clearing, over the encroaching
jungle, with the gleam of a hawk sighting prey.
Looking up from his kit, Jameson noted him
first. He poked me, nodded, and whispered,
‘Look at the old boy; something’s on his mind.
He’s sighted something.’
“My companion stood up, peered with Nimjob, suddenly grew agitated, waved to me
wildly. ‘It’s there—over the trees! The old
Khmer city! What a sight!’

anything I had ever seen. I’ve been stuck in this
hell-hole for over twenty years since then, but
T’ll never forget that impression—those masses
of jagged rock, huge edges broken off, planted
there in the wild—immobile, solid, tremendous,
worthy monuments to a vanished civilization.
The clearing was hushed, for the porters had
seen too and gaped mute.
“Jameson drew his breath, ‘God, what a

pile!’ We just stood and looked. Then with
tropical suddenness, darkness blotted out the
city, sank over our camp. I remember exclaiming in the most poetical strain of my life as
we turned to the fire: ‘No dusk ever to bathe
Bankhor in half-light! Only light—and then
dark, its opposite—like the city itself, vast
disparity to the jungle, absolute contrast to
untamed wilderness, controlled strength an
power.’
‘So we slept that night under the spell of
those vast heaps of stone. Before I dozed off,
I noted how restless our men were, chattering
wildly, occasionally pointing in the direction
of Bankhor. Only Nimjob stood calm, and in
the flickering firelight his eyes glinted eerily.
“Perhaps a few hours later, I woke up. The
porters were still awake, muttering now in low
tones around the embers. I shivered, for an
indescribable oppressiveness seemed to hang
over our camp—as if the ruins were radiating
evil in the night. I dozed again.
“Jameson was up first in the morning, eager
to enter Bankhor; but I couldn’t help noticing
the shadow that played across his normally
buoyant features. ‘Funny what imagination can
do,’ he tried to remark casually after morning
mess. ‘It almost seems as if the old city were
enchanted, and that anybody near it feels the
weight of some malignant influence.
Well,
today we’ll see what the Khmers left behind
them.’
“T nodded hopefully, and turned to the
natives who would normally be preparing
packs. But this morning they stood in a group,
old Nimjob in front.

“T jumped to my feet—and followed with
my eyes the wildly gesticulating finger of
Jameson. Now I am not by nature a poetic
man, but more or less matter of fact; yet that

““Well, what’s wrong?’ I inquired rather
petulantly in pigeon Indo-Chinese.

first glimpse of Bankhor jutting into a cloud-

—and that was all we could get. We cajoled,

whirled sky struck me harder emotionally than

threatened,

“*You go into city; we no go,’ was the reply
promised,

pleaded,

begged—but
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they were adamant. Jameson got mad. ‘Well
why in the name of your grandmother did you
bring us this far if you didn’t intend to take us
in?’ he fired at the old native. Still the same
laconic response, ‘You go into old city; we no
go.’
“What to do? We couldn’t force them at the
point of a gun, for they would light out at the
first chance—and then we would be stuck,
hundreds of miles from nowhere out in the
jungle with no guide. Concession was our only
choice, and Jameson gave orders: ‘All right,

you stay here; keep camp, watch supplies. We
go alone.’ And then to me, ‘It looks like we dig

inharmoniously hollow, foreign to the peace
of centuries. Even animal and plant life seemed
out of place in this epitome of emptiness, soli-

tude and death. Again we simultaneously felt
that strange down-weighing of fear, nothing
physical but hanging like a black pall over
the mind.
“ ‘Funny, isn’t it,’ whispered Jameson. Those

were the first words we had spoken since entering, and they magnified themselves, bounding
around the hollows, rolling off walls, like gun-

shots—perhaps the first human voice in a
thousand years that had set the dust quivering
there.

our own way.’
‘Loaded with shovels, picks, food for several
days, we headed for Bankhor. A bright sun

had dispelled the early morning haze, and
with it some of the portent-laden atmosphere;
but as we gave final instructions to Nimjob,
who almost imperceptibly had edged out the
original leader and taken charge of the natives,
a queer gleam lurked in his eyes—and as we
turned to go, something like a tinge of

triumphal sneer played across his lips.
“We ploughed through the stretch of jungle
blocking the city from our clearing, a dense
tangled mess of stunted trees and undergrowth,
creeper vines all over—till we finally broke
through.
“Tf the sight of Bankhor over the tree tops had
moved us the night before, we were literally
stunned when we popped out of the jungle
directly in front of it. What a mighty people
must have transported those mammoth rocks,
piled them end to end, erected great temples,
an entire city of hundreds of thousands in the
heart of wilderness! A vanished civilization!
We just drew back and sighed. Over our heads
towered arches, pillars, buildings, greened by
a thousand year accumulation of lichen and
vine; sharp corners had crumbled into irregular edges; but the impression of almost eternal

durability was stamped everywhere. Slowly we
entered between two pillars—apparently once
a gateway.
“Not a sound, except our own footsteps, the

“ ‘But it almost feels like we’re invading
sacrosanct ground, intruding in a place of
death where no living beings should be. I
wonder why those porters wouldn’t come along.
Probably all sorts of traditions and legends
about this city—-you know, curses, dooms, and
that sort of thing.’

“IT tried to remark facetiously that it would
take a pretty huge and gruesome ghost to fit
into this background—but my attempt at
humor grated. A rock fell from far above and
landed about fifty feet to our right.
“ “We'll have to be careful one of those
doesn’t land on our heads.’
“After grubbing around a bit, we decided
to start our treasure-hunt in what appeared a
temple. Imagine the colossal affrontery of
two kids out there in the middle of vast ruins

which would have taken a life-time to thoroughly probe, with no idea of where to start
looking, not even sure there was anything to
start looking for. All day we poked into likely
places, into niches, archways, under stone
altars, into tiny side-chambers. We found not
even a hopeful clue, nothing; and yet like madmen we dug and scraped, hacked and pulled,
strained and heaved.

“Five in the afternoon. Shadows were stringing out; and to the half-light
passageways was returning that
siveness, which in our work of
been forgotten. Now we felt it

of over-hung
queer oppresthe day had
all the more

scurrying of lizards. A green-gray snake slith-

intensely, as we leaned back to catch breath.

ered away, almost a part of the stone. A
loosened block crashed far off; and in the vastness of that city all disturbing noise sounded

“Boy, I’ve got the shivers!’ I gasped. ‘Let’s
get out of this place into the light!’
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“Up we clambered onto what seemed like

ran. How I got out of Bankhor, I don’t know

the pronaos of another temple, more ornately
carved, more ominously huge. ‘This looks like
something,’ cried Jameson. ‘Maybe here. See

yet. Unconsciously perhaps, I headed for our

that opening leading into a vault,’ and he

camp. I remember only gashing my arm on a
thorn as I raced through the jungle. I staggered
into the clearing. The camp had completely

pointed to a black hole in the rock wall like
the mouth of a coal mine, interminably deep.
‘Let’s go in.’

vanished—everything

packed

away

by

the

“‘Not today; let’s mark it and come back.
It’ll be dark soon, and we have to find a place
to sleep.’ I sensed that he felt the same unreasonable fear of the unknown that was
turning me into a coward; but his eagnerness
for the find was strong.

through the hundreds of miles, delirious, torn,
bitten, starved, till one day a game patrol
picked me up in the bush. In Saigon, they
nursed me back though I didn’t want to live.
For over my life had spread like a heavy,
irremovable weight the sense of my desertion.
Unreasonable perhaps—I don’t know. But I

“Just then the shadow of a turret fell across
us. I shivered again. He insisted, ‘Now, while
we’re here!’—and a ghastly strained mask
froze on his face as if he were wrenched
between fear and desire, as if fear were winning and yet some malignant exterior force
were slowly paralyzing his volition, forcing
him on, against judgment, reason. It was uncanny as we fought that battle of will on a
silent temple front in abandoned Bankhor.

never could shake off the picture of me standing there and letting Jameson dash into that
hole to die. I lost all ambition, got stuck in this

natives. I stumbled, collapsed.

“Well, somehow or other I got back here—

“He suddenly broke the mental tension, and
with a wild ‘Come on!’ dashed into the hole.
I was frozen immobile, scared. I should have
followed him, I know, but I simply couldn’t.
For a while I heard his receding feet as he
pierced deeper and deeper. Then silence. The

sun was ready to dip below the temple completely, but hovering a moment on the edge, it
bathed the entire scene in a weird red light,
transforming green-gray rocks into
bloodsmeared altars, as stone dragons became alive,
writhed and squirmed; and the graven images.
of the frieze danced like fiery little devils at
play. Motionless I stood, swathed in crimson
which slowly sank to violet and died into gray
haze.
“Darker and darker; still no sound. I
shouted, ‘Jameson! Jameson!’ No answer.
Again, ‘Jameson!’
“A rumble from within, a crash and roar as
if the entire inner temple-structure were falling! A horrible scream; and then I swear it to
this day, a laugh, diabolical, inhumanly gloating, fading away in the depths. Again no sound.
Dust drifted from the opening.

“T shouted, cried, then like an animal tearing
itself from a trap, snapped myself away—and

place—just

human

flotsam,

living

on

the

charity of others.”
My narrator accented the word charity, then
abruptly halted with a quizzical tilt of the eyebrows. “Perhaps I shouldn’t have opened up
like this,” he drawled hesitatingly.
I was moved. Here I was too—a green kid,
feeling a lot like he must have felt twenty
years ago. And such sorrows, such a fateful
pall hung over a man’s life! All my magnanimity
concentrated itself, rushed to expression—and

I pulled out my wallet.
With all the confidence of a student who had
once taken a course in psychology, I talked
knowingly, sympathetically, like a strong man
to a weak: “‘You’ve developed what psychologists would call a complex. What you need is a
change of environment. You’re young yet, and
in a civilized country can make a new start.
Here take this; it’ll pay your way at least into
China, and from there you can make a go to
the States.”
Out came some bills—my spare cash. When
my soul is touched, neither rhyme nor reason
intervenes with action. As if ashamed, he took
my money. “Thank you; you’re a white man.
Perhaps I can make a new start. I’ll try, God
bless you.”
And with that he strode away, a new man
already in his bearing and lithe pace. I leaned
back with a sigh, tears in my eyes, fully conscious of my own generosity and felling pretty

proud of myself—though a bit anxious about
my incidental resources. No regrets.
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Three days out of Saigon, headed for Hongkong, I was strolling the deck when I bumped
into a likely prospect for conversation, an
American who looked like a seasoned traveler.
We talked about sundry things. I remarked
that Saigon was probably the world’s worst
town in which to live.
“Well,” he drawled, “that may be so, but
some people don’t do so bad there. The whole
town’s laughing at the strike Oxford Harry just
made. He’s some ex-English confidence man

who got to Saigon about two hops ahead of the
bobbies, and has worked the port for years now,

telling the most pathetic tale to tourists on
round-the-world trips—something about an old
lost city in the interior, a treasure-hunt, a lost
pal—Jameson I think his name is—hardships
and all that. He uses a smooth line, and from
what they tell me rises to poetic heights in his
descriptions. It generally works for five or ten
dollars, but this was a good one. Some young
sap staked him with his entire roll; he was
setting them up for the bunch of us that night.
Boy, what a sucker—what a ‘sob story’ Harry
must have handed him! ... Say what’s the
matter with you? You look like a piece of
cheese. For God’s sake don’t faint !!!!”

DANCE AND DANCERS
By Helen Guy
Diamond eyes of radiant face,
Shimmering light on frocks of lace,
Rustling, swishing frocks of lace,
Grace the dance.
Golden lights from ringlets bob;
Golden hearts in bosoms throb;
Swaying, gliding, pulses throb,
At the dance.
Violins that beg, entreat,
Strains uplifting at each beat,
Sobbing, crying, measured beat,
Time the dance.
Silver moon in starlit sky,
Quick-breathed moments fleeing by,
Hearts exalted passing by,

In the dance.
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How to Pass
@ By Marijane Spitler

In a humorous vein the writer tells us
about the methods of passing from
grammar school to college. She proves
that most of you college students have
a chance to pass. Don’t forget that
there is another factor in this passing
and that is the professor. What will he
have to say?

S O, you want to pass? Of course now is the
time of the year, post-examinationally
speaking, when you begin to think seriously
upon this subject. When a student has reached
college, the process of passing has become a
subtle art which few, if any, of us ever com-

pletely master. Now this article is purposefully
designed to give you the history and background of passing, to present a study of certain
tried methods, and to offer practical suggestions which we sincerely hope will be of aid to
you. We do feel, however, that it is incumbent
upon us, morally speaking, to say right here
and now that never yet have we found a single
method which we would care to guarantee.

readily see how few and simple were these
requisities. Ah yes, passing was not yet in its
more mature stages.

High school, undoubtedly, proved more difficult. The teachers were no longer susceptible
to apples, and even that wistful attitude which
worked in the eighth grade had lost much of its
effectiveness. Still, if you possessed an average

amount of shrewdness you probably had some
system figured out by your sophomore year.

Whatever your individual system, it doubtless
included a few generally accepted conditions
such as not watching the

clock every five

minutes, learning not to fall asleep in class
unless you could do it with your eyes open, and

above all, not illustrating your own text books
in a way neither the author nor the teacher

ever meant them to be. The more intricate
systems laid stress on arriving five minutes
ahead of time for class and looking attentive
during certain lectures. Yes, most of you prob-

ably mastered the second stage of passing, but
now—the last and greatest trial lies before

you.
The art of passing is no longer the simple
task it used to be when you trudged to grammar
school many, many years ago. Fully to understand its development and subsequent increas-

ing complexities and difficulties, it is necessary
to make first some examination of its history.

As we have said, passing back in grammar
school days was not very difficult—an apple
a day kept the teacher happy, if not away. To
be sure there were a few small points which
the more clever of your classmates probably

detected and observed. First, you did not come
to school with a smudge on your cheek, your
tie askew, and your shirt extremely mussed—

this condition of sartorial imperfection was

College teachers have had much more education and experience in “flunking”’ students than
your meager twelve some years of experience in
passing. Here is some real trouble to cope with.
Of course there is the law of averages, not
referring to any values on report cards, by

which it is easy to see that the number of students by far outnumber the professors and more

students should therefore pass than fail. You,
though, might be on the wrong end of the
average and it is to avoid this catastrophe that
we will now make a close study of the different
types of passing, analyzing only those approved
methods which students have been employing

indicative of certain pugilistic encounters in the
playground which would convince any teacher

for the past ten years.

that you were no gentleman and only gentlereally clever, you did not come to school with

First of all, there is the argumentative technique. You just raise your hand and make an
objection every five minutes or so and the

sleek hair, shining cheeks, shoes polished to the

teacher thinks you are an attentive and discern-

nth degree, and a cherubic smile. No teacher,
no matter how vague his psychology, could fail

that sooner or later you will encounter a

men can become scholars. Then too, if you were

ing student. The drawback to this method is

to think that the little freckle-faced girl in the
third row behind you had something to do with

teacher who does not like to argue, and then

this unnatural condition. Nevertheless, you can

studying.

besides, arguing is almost as much work as
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The second type is what is known as the
“strong, silent” adaptation by which you say

not have a brother or a sister and judging from

nothing, look as if you understand everything,
and are contemplating all phases of the subject
in your receptive mind. This is the ideal system
—it takes no work to remain silent and you
cannot make a mistake if you say nothing. Still,
no system in this life is perfect and even this
method has its flaws. Undoubtedly it will work
until a test comes along and there we have yet
to see the man who can produce silence on
paper in such a manner as to impress the
professor with his knowledge. A blank piece of
paper is just a blank piece of paper and no
professor will be so open-minded as to think

can always try one of the other methods.

that you were contemplating the material correctly in your mind during the test. No, you

cannot pass tests with this method.
The third method known as the “rider” is,
alas, open to only a few. It hinges upon an older
brother or sister who has gone through school

before you. If he, or she, used to be the star
light of the school, you can depend on getting
through too. Any teacher who had this brilliant
relative of yours in class cannot but be convinced that such talent runs in the family and
that you also are intelligent, although you do
manage to conceal the fact marvelously well.
However, heaven help you if said brother or
sister were of the D type! Not even an Einstein
could live that down. Then besides you might

some examples, perhaps it is just as well—you

There are, as every one knows, techniques
other than these mentioned here, but these
have the advantage of having been proved by
experience. The statistics as closely as we have
been able to obtain them are as follows: About
eighty-five out of every hundred students
passed by the first method, only about sixty
out of every hundred get by on the second, and
at least forty out of every hundred by means
of the third. Now taking the sum total of these
you can readily see that one-hundred eightyfive students out of every three hundred will
pass by one or other of these tried system. This

is a percentage of 61 2/3 passing and that for
college is not bad! Likewise when we consider
that every year some few students manage to

get through either by their own original method
or by actually studying, your chances are considerably improved. Yes, on the whole, you
have about a three to one chance of sure passing, and even if you don’t, remember that James
Russell Lowell was suspended too, that Henrick Ibsen received the “lowest grades that
would still admit of graduation,” and that
Goethe failed when trying for his doctor’s
degree. Oh, so you think that you are better
than Lowell, Ibsen and Goethe, do you?

APRES MOI
By Kaye Herold
So now you know what fun it is
To laugh at life with him.
You know his moods, his oddities,
His every transient whim.
You know each smooth, sure, dancing step,
His favorite latest tune.
He told you all his boyish dreams
Just you and the wise old moon.
But make your heart your own, my girl,
(I cannot help but smile)

Believe me when I tell you this.
I knew him for a while.
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A Bit of Criticism
® By C. J. Litkowski

The writer carries us back to the days
of the genial Goldsmith and endeavors
to point out the differences between
“She Stoops to Conquer” and other
plays of that period.

O LIVER GOLDSMITH had a very delightful sense of humor. I read “She Stoops to
Conquer” in my junior year in high school and
I hated every word of it; this time when I read
it, I enjoyed it immensely. About six months
ago I read a few short biographies—I forget
the author—and they happened to include one
of Oliver Goldsmith.
I remember that the
biography related a few of the incidents of
his boyhood. One had to do with what, I think,
was the basis of this play. As a boy he attended
a school only fifteen miles away from his home
in Ireland, but he boarded there because the
roads were difficult. As most traveling was
done in the saddle he rode back home on his
vacations. After his last vacation he set out

in high spirits for a friend had given him a
guinea. He was on a borrowed horse, and he
rode so slowly that he was only half way to the
school when darkness overtook him. Here was
an opportunity for him to put up at an inn.
He asked for the best room in the house, inquiring with so much swagger and importance

that the gentleman to whom he applied, and
who enjoyed playing practical jokes, said that
the inn was filled, but he could direct him to
another good inn down the road a bit. This

happened to be the mansion of the squire and
not an inn at all. The youth consequently rode
up briskly, shouted for someone to take his
horse and went into the supposed inn. The
Squire knew the boy’s father, who was rector
of the English Church in the next village, and
allowed him to order his supper, accepted his
invitation to share a bottle of wine and even
took his directions for a hot cake for his breakfast. It was not until next morning when he
was preparing to leave, that Goldsmith learned
he had assumed these lordly airs in a private
house.
Although ‘She Stoops to Conquer” was not
mentioned in the biography I think that Gold-

smith based his play on this boyhood experi-

ence of his, because the plot of it bears a very
marked resemblance to the awkward youth’s
condescending attitude to the squire. The two
young men in the play are misled by a practical
joker in much the same way. One of them, Marlow, who is usually very modest, but who is
kept in the dark about the mistake, mistreats
the good old gentleman, the master of the
house, in a very superior manner. Much of the
fun comes from the innumerable mistakes, both
in action and speech, into which the practical
joke leads this modest young man.
Goldsmith introduces other practical jokes
into his play, but he does not rely entirely on
this kind of humor to amuse his audience. To
mistake one person for another or to say or do
the wrong thing in any situation, seems to me,
a sort of low type of humor, but he did enrich
his comedy by poking fun at the features of
the everyday life of the time. To me, ridicule of
the extravagant is a never-ending source of
amusement. I almost laughed out loud at Mrs.
Hardcastle. She pets her boisterous grown-up
son as if he were a weakling. She is in her
fifties but she tries to dress in the latest fashions
for women much younger. She had never been
in London, and was indeed very ignorant about

the city, but she pretended to be well acquainted with it. Even today, silly mothers and
vain, ignorant old women may be found almost
everywhere, and I think no sensible person
would object to any satire about them.
Goldsmith also satirized matters which were
peculiar to his age. If I had lived in his times
maybe I would think that the play was somewhat bold.
From what I’ve heard and read about the
plays of that period they did not even closely
resemble ‘She Stoops to Conquer.” Their characters seemed to be always “genteel.” They
had to be people of wealth and have their
servants. In this play, however, the chief character is a young man, little better than a country bumpkin. In one place Goldsmith introduces
some very commonplace characters at a country

inn, and satirizes them when they all protest
their

‘‘gentility.””

Even

the

bear

dances

to
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“genteel” tunes. I had to read that scene three
times in order to get all the sharpness of the
satire. In other places it was rather difficult
to see Goldsmith’s satire of sentiment. It seems

at.
In this
sentiment.

that the sentimental person is one who idealizes,

In the ludicrous situations in which he places

one who thinks of even the most hardened
criminals as unfortunates and believes that they
might be reclaimed by kindness. In Goldsmith’s
day probably comedy was called sentimental
for a different reason. A sentimental play seems

characters, he always deals with them gently.
There are amusing scenes that arise not merely
from satire or comical mistakes or unexpected
turns or events. At times I laughed simply because the scene sounded funny. The opening

way

he

showed

his

satire

of

But in his satire Goldsmith is never biting.

to have been one in which the characters spoke

of the second act is an example of what I mean.

the most proper sentiments or opinions on very

Nothing unexpected happened. No sarcasm was
indulged in nor was anyone ridiculed. The
servants were absurdly ill-fitted to act gracefully in their new roles that the squire assigned

slight provocation. From what I read and
learned in high school, characters were continually saying something like this or words
to this effect—‘“If you always try to make other
people happy some day you will be happy

them to. There is something else that makes
this scene a delightful piece of comedy. It is

yourself.” When all the characters talk like

the hearty good will that exists between master

this the play ceases to be comic. The situations
must have been rather serious or even sad. For
this reason, I think, Goldsmith wanted to break
away from this type of comedy and he wanted
hearty laughing as should befit a real comedy.
When he had Marlow and Miss Hardcastle
carrying on a_ sentimental conversation he
placed in that conversation something to laugh

and servants. He calls them “blockheads” but
they know he does not mean it. He can’t help
laughing when Diggory refers to Old Grouse
in the Gun Room. Much of the best humor, not

only in literature but also in life has in back of
it something of this same sort of kindly feeling
—tender and at the same time, merry.

ALL EARTHLY LOVES ARE SAD
By Ambrose Nakao
All earthly loves are sad,

All earthly loves are vain,
And hearts that love, though they be glad,
Are never free from pain.
Love has its moments fraught
With sweet delights unknown—

Also, how dearly are they bought
They that so soon are gone.
No heart can love and yet
Not suffer ceaselessly
;
Love is but sorrow, and regret,
And endless misery.
All earthly love is sad,

All earthly loves are vain;
And hearts that love, though they be glad,
Are never free from pain.
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Just Rambling
@ By Chrissoula Economides
The title fits the article but you will
enjoy the reflections of the author on
the doings of the two months. Nothing
importance seems to have been left out.

Ts business of writing for the Exponent
is all right but what does one do when
one can not find an inspiring topic about which
to write? Right now I am in such a spot and so
have decided to write about nothing in particular and everything in general.
In other
words, I am going to ramble—hence the title.

What a hectic week was that of January
25th! Every one walked about the campus as

if in a daze, each one scolding himself for not

prevented by unfavorable conditions. Even the
Crosley stations in Cincinnati can not boast of
greater enterprise. Our fair city of Dayton
came through in splendid style in helping to

promote the relief work. This cooperation is
due to the fact that Daytonians can realize and
appreciate the danger and unhappiness which
floods bring. You have more than likely heard
some one who is always remarking that the

world is wickedly selfish. This assumption was
definitely disproved by the many generous con-

tributions made by people from all parts of the
country. So the flood did do something good—
namely, it proved that this old world is not so

bad after all.

having studied when he should have done so.

Have you ever heard the expression that says

There was also the usual rushing in of all the

that all great people are born in February? It

late assignments that had accumulated since
September. The general atmosphere of studi-

seems to me that I have heard that somewhere.

ousness even penetrated into the dispositions
of several individuals who are never seen studying. Perhaps what stirred these persons to

fact that the two greatest men in American
history, Abraham Lincoln and George Wash-

action was the fact that those who supposedly
did not need to study were studying most intensely. But the crisis is over now. There is
still something to watch for however, and that

of this month is that the spring fashions for
women are being shown. This always seems

is the arrival of the mail man. We must see
that report card before Mother and Dad do.
You may draw your own conclusions as to the
why of this matter.
Don’t mind this sudden jump from one subject to another. But did you realize how mar-

velous the radio really is until the recent floods
swept the Ohio valley? With the exception of
the Red Cross perhaps, the radio was certainly
the greatest aid to the flood sufferers. Indeed,
the radio even helped the Red Cross tremendously by conducting campaigns for money contributions from the listeners who were not so
unfortunate. Our local station WHIO alone
collected over thirty thousand dollars. That
station is certainly to be commended for the
manner in which it turned over all its forces
in order that you and I might be informed of

the latest in flood news. Special mention should
be made of the members of the WHIO staff

The basis of the expression probably lies in the

ington, were born in February. Another feature

highly ridiculous to me, for February is generally a cold month and spring always seems
far, far away. Yet there were women wearing

straw hats as early as the first week of this
month. They look entirely out of place with
fur coats but then who wants even to try to
argue with a woman?
Last but not least of our February ramblings

is a reminder that St. Valentine’s day also
occurs in February—to be more exact, on the
fourteenth. Although it may be too late by the

time this article appears, yet we hope that this
tip to the gentlemen will reach them in time.
If you want to please Her and make Her happy,
don’t forget Her on Valentine’s day. Or if you
do, send something later. Better later than
never. By the way, this is a very appropriate
time to get Mother that little something that
she has wanted for so long because Dad may
forget that there is such a holiday. Dads have

a habit of doing things like that.

so that the station might remain on the air for
one hundred and thirteen consecutive hours.
Six of the staff went so far as to drive to Ports-

I hope that you will forgive this very disconnected piece of literature which by some
chance was accepted by the editor but this is
the way the author felt tonight. Did I hear

mouth and attempt to put on a broadcast direct

some one say that I must have been feeling

from the scene of the disaster, but they were

rotten?

who willingly gave their services day and night

.
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The Brewing Industry
@® By Carl Ruh
In publishing this article we are departing from our usual custom of not including technical articles in the table of
contents of the Exponent. However, the
article will have a broad appeal, first
to our chemists and then to nearly all
of us because beer is perhaps the most
popular beverage.

with or without the addition of carbon dioxide,
and with or without other wholesome products

suitable for human food consumption.”
The most important ingredient in the production of beer is water, and closely following it is

malt or ordinary barley. The barley is generally
taken from the summer crop.

I T may be said in a few words that beer is a
beverage prepared from malted barley,
rarely from malted wheat. Rice or corn or their
products are often used in addition to barley.

This freshly

harvested barley should be stored for two or
three months to obtain its maximum germinating power. In ths country the maltmasters use
modern silos built of steel or of reinforced

concrete. The air in the silos must be dry
otherwise the barley absorbs too much moisture

and is apt to become moldy and acquire a
The art of brewing is one of the oldest arts
of which we have any knowledge, and it ranks
as a craft formerly practiced by the guilds.
Brewing was known and practiced by the
Egyptians, perhaps 1000 years before the beginning of the Christian era. It was practiced
by the Greeks, Romans and Ancient Gauls.
Herodotus in 450 B.C. tells us how Egyptians

made wine from grain. Pliny repeats the same
statement and many other writers refer to it.
Tacitus states in the first century A.D. that it
was the usual beverage among the Germans,
and further, the art of malting and brewing
was probably introduced into Great Britain by
the Romans. Even the Kaffirs, a race in Africa,

made beer from millet seed. As early as the
twelfth century beer was made in England and
was especially prepared from malt made by
the monks. The convent at Burton on the Trent,
became celebrated at a very early date for the
quality of its ale. As early as 1585 there were
26 breweries in London with an output of 650
barrels per annum.
These few examples give an idea of brewing
in earlier days, but I must discuss modern
brewing. The best definition for beer is given by

Mr. Herman K. Rosenbusch of the Stroh Brewery in Detroit. Here it is. “The term ‘Malt
Beverage’ which includes all types of ale and
lager beer, or beer, means a beverage made by

the alcoholic fermentation of an infusion or
decoction, or combination of both, in potable

musty odor. It must be dry before storing, if
not, it will begin to germinate. The object of
malting is to prepare the barley for use in the
brewery by causing certain changes to take

place within the barley kernel. Of these the
formation of diatase, peptase, and other enzymes; the modification of the meal body; and
the development of the malt aroma and flavor
are the most important. Do not misunderstand

me at this point, for this malting process is not
directly connected with the brewery proper,
but is a separate industry by itself. The finished
malt after being prepared by the maltmasters

is shipped to the breweries in 100 pound sacks
or in bulk in freight cars. The malt is in kernel
form and still must be ground by the brewer.

Every brewer has his own ideas of grinding
malt.

The malt is MASHED with a certain percentage of water. The extract which is obtained
from the malt and water is known as wort.
This wort is strained to remove the malt, and
the spent grain used for cattle feed.
The wort is then pumped into a large copper

tank known as the kettle. These kettles are
heated by steam, but in some breweries by
direct fire. This is done, first, to evaporate the
water and concentrate the wort; second, to

extract the hops; third, to obtain the color of
the beer; fourth, to cause the precipitation of
the coaguable proteins.

brewing water, of malted barley with hops or

their parts, or their products, and with or

The third major ingredient in the production

without other malted cereals, other carbohydrates, or products prepared therefrom, and

of beer is hops. The hop cones which are used
in brewing, contain between their leaves, a
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greenish yellow flour called lupulin. This is
the source of most of the active principles of
the hops, namely, the resine, which gives the
bitter substance, and next the aromatic oil.
Some hops are imported and some are domestic.
The latter are mostly used because they are

just as good. Imported hops are used when
brewing a high-grade beer, like bottle beer.

used in the brewing should be tested as to their
correctness. The master brewer is responsible
for both quality and production cost of beer.
When we come
beer to food, we
between beer and
cereals, so is beer.

to consider the relation of
are struck by the analogy
bread. Bread is made from
The bread with little water

is solid, the beer with more water is liquid.

These hops are cooked for two hours to obtain
the full value of their content. Hops give to
beer a palatable taste and a pleasant aroma.

into palatable and readily digestible food. Both

The hops are strained by a large tank with a
bottom composed of small slots; these slots
permit the wort to pass through and arrest the

contain alcohol and carbon dioxide. Beer contains only from three to four per cent alcohol,
and is not intoxicating. Beer also has bitter and

hops. This extract is pumped to the top floor of

aromatic bodies derived from hops, which give
it an acceptable flavor and produce tonic

the brewery where it is cooled to 45 degrees F.
By gravity it is run into the fermenting cellars

where it is placed in open tanks made of wood
or steel. The purposes of the steel tanks are
numerous. They are closed tight to prevent the
contamination of the product, and the gas
which is liberated by the fermenting beer is
kept for further carbonation.
In these tanks the beer is fermented. By
fermentation we mean the chemical action of
the yeast on the wort. The yeast breaks down
maltose and dextrose into carbon dioxide and
alcohol.
The beer is then
centrifugally

pumped into another cellar to age. After the
beer is aged properly it is carbonated and

The yeast is employed by both. It converts both

effects. Further, beer is one of the foods free
from bacteria. You might be afraid of water
or milk, but the method of making beer—
drying, heating, pasteurizing and filtering—
completely free beer from bacteria. Beer is
food and wholesome food; it contains carbohydrates and albuminoids and mineral substances

required by our system; it is appetizing; it
helps digestion.
We read in the papers a great deal about
adulterations. I have had occasion to investigate
the question and I find that in beer it is gross
exaggeration. There may be a misbranding but
there is no adulteration.

filtered. The beer contains some carbonic acid
gas but it is not fully carbonated, so it can
absorb more carbon dioxide gas to the point
of saturation. This gas is very important in beer
for it introduces a sparkling foam. Well-car-

bonated beer has a very palatable taste and
possesses a tang. After aging, this finished
product is placed in cooperage, running from
“eighths” to barrels. The beer is also placed in
bottles which are of different capacities—
pints, quarts, half-gallons. Science has placed
beer in a new container which seems to be
gaining favor with the public, namely, cans.
The sacchrometers, thermometers and meters

Beer does not make drunkards. Prohibition
had deprived a large percentage of our popula-

tion of a perfectly honest, wholesome, nutritious
article of food. There is drunkenness, there is
intemperance, but it does not come from beer.
If we have to make laws, let them be at least
intelligent laws, laws that will discriminate
between what is harmful and what is beneficial.
I think I have given you reasons enough why
beer has become the national beverage in this
country. In conclusion, I advise you to drink
beer and be healthy.

LENT
By Ambrose Nakao
What have I done for you, poor Lent?

What have I done for you?
Self conceit and self content,
Just the usual two.
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A Man's Poet - Joyce Kilmer
@ By Gene May

The writer gives us an_ interesting
biographical sketch of the young poet
whose life was snuffed out in the World
War. His name is familiar to you but
probably not the facts of his life.

Things went along nicely until he chanced one

day upon a manuscript lying unheralded in his
desk drawer. Being an editor he decided to edit
it. A multitude of ‘unsolicited corrections
brought down upon the editor’s neck the pub-

r

OU’VE heard of poets who lived lives of
dissipation, of geniuses whose most lucid

moments came as a result of bath tub gin (or

its equivalent), of long-bearded hermits who
composed poetry after twilight trances before
lonely firesides—but you rarely hear of a

“regular guy” who shines as brightly in his
poems as he does in social life. You often hear
of the high school and college man whose
insaitable lust for the knowledge imparted in
books leads him to disregard the demands of a
regular curricula in favor of a self instituted

plan of reading. You find as often as not that
the books he craves are of the dime store

variety and just as often your hero finds a
regular schedule of duties too difficult to
manage in after life.
But Joyce Kilmer managed to indulge his

lust for reading, to extend his passion for
romance beyond the ordinary limits (he was
engaged while still a sophomore) and to con-

sume his allowance during the first few days
of each month. Never a. standout in classes
(how very much like you and me!) he maintained activity in college journalism throughout
his college days.

If you have hopes for a swift rise to success,
you could do worse than follow Kilmer. His was
a democratic spirit and an undying will. When

his college days were over he began life as a
teacher in a rural community with a wife to aid

him in his tasks. Studying Latin isn’t any snap,
and teaching it involves inducing students to
study it. (You can’t do that on a dog-eared

pony).

After a year of Latin, young Kilmer, his
younger wife, and his very young child left

lisher’s wrath, and a new editor took up the
office’s duties thereafter. You can’t tell your
employer he is innocent of the art of composition—unless you’ve got your hat in your hand
and your wife ready to move.
He had to do something and book selling

became his new occupation. Selling books in a
New York book store kept the Kilmer kiddie in
panties, but the job lasted only two disastrous

weeks. He would sooner have
floor engrossed in books than
His most sensational trick was
deciphering a Hieroglyphic in a

stood on the
in customers.
performed in
book. In con-

sequence a lady paid him $1.50 for a $150 book.

Keeping close to books, he followed Johnson’s steps into the offices housing the compilers of a new Standard Dictionary. As a
lexicographer he quickly made his mark.
Receiving five cents for each word he defined,
you may easily imagine the fortune he com-

piled. It is a task at which you can average ten
or twelve dollars unless you come upon an
unforseen sticker. Rapidly developing into a
better than average writer he was placed on a

salary.
In this latter job he corresponded with living
celebrities; conducted research into the inception of inventions; interviewed famous men;
and began making contributions to Book Re-

view Magazines. Concurrently he had begun
to contribute to magazines and newspapers the
verses which he soon gathered into his first
volume of poems, “‘A Summer of Love.” Already

a bit of celebrity, he arrived at twenty-five in
“‘Who’s Who.”
When he forsook the art of teaching for the

literary editorship of “The Churchman” he had
shifted quarters through six apartments from

rural New Jersey for New York. Here he took
a position as editor of a journal for horsemen.

a Morristown professor’s home to a New Jersey
suburb of New York City. Herewith he became

manship

muters. Thirty miles to work; thirty miles back

Leaving ponies for an unknown field of horsePage sixteen

didn’t

phase

this

true

American.

one of the world’s most accomplished com-

home! And famous
commuter’s pen.

poetry

sprang

from

a

“Trees,” one of his greatest claims to fame
and his key to glory, appeared in ‘Poetry, A
Magazine of Verses” in August, 1913. His name
as a poet was made, and reverence for that
name appears an undying characteristic of
American poet-lovers.

Most blessed of all his faculties was his power
of speedy composition. Articles swiftly written
stood up under the critical eye of the public and

speeches more swiftly prepared won the hearts
and applause of his audiences. Often he would
stop a nearby friend’s chatter with ‘‘Tell me

what I’m to talk about. I have to begin in fifteen
minutes.”
Becoming, in turn, a special writer for the
New York Times Sunday Magazine, he interviewed proponents of theories regarding nearly
everything from the strength of Atlas to the

width of the North Pole. Figuratively, he interviewed the discoverer of the missing link, and

got first hand information directly from the
inventors
machines.

of

the

latest

perpetual

motion

He proved to be the best exponent of Wetmore’s trend toward gaiety in book reviews.

A book was as likely to be called very bad
because its cover scratched the reader’s hands

as it was likely to be called good because it
served the purpose of a back-scratcher. Striving

for excellence he produced a series of literary
criticisms whose readibility equalled anything
at that moment on the stage of American
literature.
A success in each of his various activities, he
was the national literary hero. Like Byron, he

left his work when his country undertook a

foreign war. He left the United States at the
age of twenty-nine a professional writer of six
years experience, one of the most prolific,
accomplished, and industrious journalists of
his day.

Always endeavoring to win transfers to a
unit closer to the front, he never shirked duty
and always strove to be foremost in drives,
scouting forays, and general aggressiveness.

Such a man was killed in action July 30, 1918—
“a regular guy” with none of the faults so
prevalent in your accomplished “regular guy.”

The Trailer Menace
@ By Jim Martin
Jim has forsaken his muse entirely this
month and has gone in for philosophizing
on the menace of the trailer. Read this
and see if you agree with him.

N EWSPAPERS and other periodicals have
lately devoted much space to year-end
surveys dealing with events ranging from developments in world affairs, happenings in
politics, to comments on freakish weather. Sig-

nificant phases have been depicted by graph
and chart, and various authorities are making
predictions. We are assured that Armageddon
will definitely not occur in 1937, that prosperity
is just around the corner, and that Roosevelt

will be the first president to serve three terms
in the White House. But one matter of vital
importance appears to have been lost in the
shuffle, and Mr. John Q. Public will probably
wake up some fine morning and find himself

face-to-face

with

an

issue

of

considerably

greater domestic magnitude than the recent
British constitutional crisis.

I refer to the Trailer Problem. From the

crude two-wheeled affairs which people used
to build for transporting tents and other camping equipment in order to avoid overloading
running boards and back seats, have evolved
mobile apartments, having several rooms and
rivaling railroad club cars in luxury. At the
National Automobile Exhibition in New York
last November, trailers occupied an entire
floor of the Grand Central Palace. Sponsors
boasted that 750,000 to a million trailer homes
are already on wheels. American Automobile
Association figures show that a million tourists
are employing trailers for business and
pleasure.

The trailer represents a means for the exploitation of persons who desire to travel
cheaply and conventiently either from an adventure-seeking motive or sheer force of the

wanderlust. The trailer idea is a subtle appeal
to superficiality and should not be allowed to

continue unchecked. The trailer industry which
sprang up during the past twelve months apPage seventeen

quite harmless diversion. A product has been

up during the last year while most state legislatures have been in adjournment. As a consequence few state laws exist controlling mer-

developed twenty feet in length, having accomodations for living room, bedroom and

rooms, and bath on wheels. The laws that have

bath. Some models contain stoves capable of

been interpreted as applying to the vehicles

cooking a Thanksgiving dinner, running water,
iceless refrigeration, windows on three sides,
lounging rooms and libraries. Interior decorators have supplied woodwork and colorful
fittings of all sorts. Engineers have air-conditioned the living quarters and streamlined the
exteriors. These modern “prairie schooners”
have couches which fold away as in steamer
staterooms to become divans and_ storage
shelves by day. In one five-passenger type,
sleeping car seats near the front form a dining
alcove, and at night the table folds up and
presto! the seats are transformed into a double

lack uniformity and were enacted when trailers
were designed for the hauling of tools and not
for human occupancy.

pears to be a welcome addition to American
business and at first sight is a beneficial and

bed. There are trailers which have telephonic
communication with the towing automobile and
many are equipped with reading-lamps, builtin radios, and modern kitchen appliances.
But there is another and less attractive side
to the picture. Recently revealed researches of
the Hoover Social Trends Commission indicate
that the automobile has become a significant
factor in remolding the social structure of the
United States. And it will be responsible for
further changes which may contribute toward
the destruction of that same structure. The
trailer is the offspring of the automobile, produced by the depression-born ingenuity of
thousands of Americans thrown out of employment since 1929, who have become transient,
seasonal workers, and, having lost their homes,
motor about from community to community,
from state to state. Depression affected the
lower strata of society first, and so has the
trailer. Both being contagious, society as a
whole became “trailer-conscious” as it were,
and the condition is fast assuming a dangerous
aspect. If the situation is not remedied, nothing
on earth can prevent America from becoming
a land of nomads, of cities on wheels which disappear overnight, a veritable gypsy nation.

chandising and operation of the parlor, bed-

In fact, there is but one case on record of

The Trailer versus the People. The popularity
of the “land yachts’ has been impeded by
litigation in but one state, Michigan, and there
only by means of a loophole in a village
ordinance. A justice of the Peace in Orchard
Lake, Michigan, handed down a ruling which
decreed that trailer-homes were barred be-

cause Ordinance No. 30 prohibited the construction of dwellings having less than 500
cubic feet of space per occupant. Actually, the
case does not provide a precedent for similar
action, because the “dwelling” involved, though
it had once been a trailer, had had its wheels
removed and an addition built on one side. An
intact trailer would not have been affected
by the court decree, being subject only to laws
affecting automotive vehicles, not building
restrictions for human domiciles.
Since the trailer is not a passing fad or
novelty such as the bicycle-built-for-two or the
miniature golf course, the growth of these

houses on wheels must not be dismissed lightly.
Trailers have become permanent fixtures and
will exert a significant influence on the American home. They are available at prices ranging
from $10,000 to $75, and, within a few years
when the industry has become still further

stabilized, trailers will be obtainable at prices
within the resources of almost every family.
Accordingly, more families will take to the
road, making an important part of our population into wandering gypsies. There will be a
distinct backward step, and the community
will be disrupted.

calamitious results of its meteoric ascendancy

But as a pleasure device, the trailer is quite
harmless, and when state legislators convene
this month, they should unite their efforts to

materialize. At present the forces of law are
powerless to combat this threat to our national

produce effective if drastic measures to preserve that status. Otherwise, a social revolution

security, because the trailer industry has grown

will ensue.

It is to be hoped that the trailer will be

recognized as a decided menace before any
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Potpourri
ON SOLITUDE!
What does the word solitude bring to your

mind? Does it convey a picture of deep forests,
sunset on the seas, or a snow-covered road
lined with bare trees? Perhaps it makes you
shudder, or it brings a feeling of relaxation, or
a feeling of joy at the silent majestic beauties
of nature. Solitude has various effects on different characters. Some thrive on it; others
fear it. If you fear solitude, do not condemn
the man or woman who enjoys it. Remember

that some of the great discoveries of science
have been made while the discoverers have

been lost in the depths of solitude. You recall
Newton’s discovery of the laws of gravitation
while he was sitting under an apple tree on a

remote hillside with only the orderly hedges
and the smoke from a thatch-roofed cottage
to remind him of the existence of human beings.
However solitudes does not require agararian

scenes. It may creep on you while you are relaxed in your favorite armchair where you
appear to be doing nothing but watching the
flickering flames of the hearth. Observe how
your thought wanders, touching now on this
thought and now on that. Notice how simple

it is for you to grasp those ideas which seemed
considerably more difficult at another time.

Often people deliberately attempt to arouse
this feeling of solitude within themselves. Look
at the love-stricken youth attempting to grow
a mustache. He feigns to withdraw from the

solitude in which graveyards literally ooze.

However it is worth the time and the trouble it
takes to become accustomed to the ghastly

variety. An addict of the graveyard solitude

wrote one of the fine poems in English literature, “An Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard.” This poem shows the potent effectwhich
controlled solitude can possess.
Solitude is sectional, that is, different sections of our country present various types of
solitude. The crowded cities and villages of the
East produce two types. One, a character who
looks decisive, intellectual, cultured, and in
general like a captain of industry. This gentleman usually takes his dose of solitude while
comfortably smoking his cigar after an enjoyable meal. The second type, known as the

eastern type, looks droopy and shiftless. He is
commonly called a “twerp.”

The West gives but one type, a lanky, rawboned individual with steel-grey eyes and horse
sense, whom the newspapers usually call the
backbone of America. This individual cannot
help being a lover of solitude because of his
environment. He lives in solitude, breathes it
and sometimes is forced to eat it. Nevertheless,
though it may sound like a contradiction, there
are no Westerners who over-indulge in solitude.
Recent research has brought to light a fossil of
a western “over-indulger’ in solitude and it
has been definitely proven that those of the

specie who did not degenerate into “‘bar-flies”

world which mocks and derides him on every

were killed off by the drought.

side. He goes about whistling some ancient
tune called “In My Solitude’; he groans and
moans at every uncouth remark about the mis-

Dear Reader, you will find it to your advantage to cultivate the habit of solitude because

placed “eye-brow” on his upper lip; and he is
permanently convinced that he is a lover of that
servant of the gods, solitude. There is another
type of individual found at any place where
free lunches or things of like nature are distributed. This individual tries by tactics fair
and foul to get great portions of the aforementioned articles smuggled away to some spot
where he can enjoy what he calls solitude. This
is not true solitude and such a creature is com-

monly called a “hog.”
The most severe and yet rather accurate test

of the lover of solitude is known as the graveyard test. This test is very rigorous because the

subject is directly exposed to the substantial

it is only in moments of retreat from the world
and its confusing noises that you really can do
any serious thinking.
—JACK BRENNAN.

THE MAN ON_ THE VERGE
OF DEATH
During my stay in the hospital I met a man
who seemed to have a certain fascination for
me. He was going to die within a short time and

did not know it, or if he did know it, he seemed
not to worry about it. He had read some articles
that I had written during my stay and had
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asked if I would come to see him. I consented

the usual rush for the bath room. The girls win,

because I always wondered how a man must
feel who was about to die. I had imagined a

and that marks the first defeat for the day.

feeble man breathing heavily and suffering
immensely.
When I entered his room I could scarcely
control the beating of my heart and the
trembling of my knees. I stepped across the
floor and he greeted me heartily with ‘How
are you sir? Come in. I am glad to see you.”
There he sat in his chair, a stout man in a gaycolored dressing gown. On the table were
flowers, pictures of a gray-haired woman, a
smiling girl and a small boy. In front of him on
a desk were piles of neatly arranged papers.
It looked like he had just finished his daily
office routine. All this bewildered me. It was so

“Hurry, girls, it’s quarter to eight. We’ll be
late again.” Yes, just as I predicted, we are
late again. As we sneak down the aisle, the
priest does an about-face, a Dominos Vobiscum

and seems to give us a dirty look. By the time
we arrive at a place to rest our weary bones,
the sermon is at hand and I have the usual
battle with myself, trying to keep awake.
Mass is over and we are now at the breakfast table. Coffee, more coffee. Boy, what a
headache! Perhaps I should have stayed home
last night. And now, Mom enters the kitchen
with the usual Sunday morning chip on her

shoulder.

different from what I had expected to see.

“What time did you come home last night?”

While I sat talking to him a nurse brought in a

“Let’s see; oh, it was about one-thirty.”

telegram which he slit open nervously, read,
tossed on the desk, and then continued the

“What?”

conversation.
From his conversation I immediately recog-

nized him as a typical American business man.
He proceeded to tell me of a big deal that he
had just closed in which he had made a small
fortune. He also told me that his secretary
came every day to transact his business. Then
suddenly I began to wonder why he carried on

all this business and heaped up more money
when he was going to die, but again I remembered that he did not know.
The next day at my leisure I called on him
and found a nurse reading a newspaper to him.

Once more he talked to me of business and
gave his views on the depression and the stock
market. Then he paused abruptly and asked
me, “How long will you be here?”’ While I
waited I could see his eyes deepen and his body

tremble. ‘‘The doctors are promising me a
Christmas at home,” I said. “Christmas,” he
- gasped as his eyes drifted to the pictures on

““Maybe it was two-thirty. Yes, I guess it was.
Oh, well, you know how it is. You were young
once.”

“Yes, and I came home at a respectable
time. (Looks like I lost again).
I sit down to the funny papers with the hope
that dinner will soon be ready. It seems like
centuries but that magnificent hour finally
arrives. Food. Delicious food. Chicken, mashed
potatoes, gravy, candied yams, green beans,

salad, and lemon pie. Gee! but I’m happy. It’s
too good to last. No sooner said than it becomes
a reality. “First one in gets the couch,” and I’m
last again. Guess I’ll try the big chair. And
within an hour, the radio is going full blast and
the anatomy of the entire family is literally

draped all over the furniture. Legs hanging
over the arms of the chairs, heads bobbing over

the backs. Ah! yes, the typical Sunday, the day
of rest.

—HENRY SPATZ.

his desk.

They all claimed that he did not know, but I
could see from the expression on his face that
he did know. My heart went out to him and I
could scarcely keep the tears from my eyes.
What a fighter he was. It seems to me he was
typical of the modern business man who will

not relent in the face of death.
—EDWARD C. MODER.

THE SHRINE AT LACKAWANNA
If you are touring the East this summer by
all means see Niagara Falls for it is a sight and
a sound that will for ever remain a pleasant
memory. On the way home stop in Lackawanna,
New York, and see the shrine of Our Lady of
Victory, better known as Father Baker’s

Church. It, too, will remain in your mind, not

THE DAY OF REST
Sunday, the day of rest. Ah! yes, no truer
words were ever spoken. The day begins with
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only for what you see but for what the shrine
represents.

Our Lady of Victory Shrine is located in
Lackawanna just a few minutes

drive from
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Buffalo. Through the haze and the mist of a
fog made by steel mills is a small sign pointing
the way to the shrine. You drive a mile and
over a railroad viaduct you can discern the
twin towers and the dome of the Basilica. The
size and granduer of the building in this out
of the way place impresses one to such an extent that you almost disregard the red traffic
signal before you. The building is oblong with
twin towers and a beautiful dome dominating
the structure. Two great arches, resplendent
with statuary, form the two wings of the
Basilica and give added dignity to the shrine.

Bishop of Buffalo requested Father Baker
to take over what seemed a helpless situation.
The shrine was burdened with debts, old buildings and worst of all no income. Father Baker

did not despair but placed himself under the
protection of Our Lady of Victory and with this
protection gained success. From 1876 the shrine
and its activities have gone forward until today

they include all the activities I have listed. As
a reward for his work Father Baker was elevated to the rank of Monsignor by his Holiness
Pope Pius XI.

Sacred Heart are built around the center dome.

Orphans are taken into the organage when they
are abandoned by their parents. The children
are given a good solid education and in addition
some useful trade, such as printing or carpentry
is taught so that when the boy leaves he is able
to take his place in the world. The other activities of the shrine are of a purely charitable
nature and are for those who cannot afford

The fourteen stations of the Cross are of such

such necessities of life, such as hospital care.

If you were surprised at the exterior of the
shrine then a greater surprise is due when you
view the interior. In the front of the Basilica is
a beautiful high altar dedicated to Our Lady
of Victory. Four separate altars dedicated to
St. Joseph, St. Aloysius, St. Patrick and The

beauty and size that they would make suitable
altars for many of the churches that we worship
in.
The Basilica is the nerve center, the focal

point of the shrine. Around it is built an orphanage, a home for working boys, an industrial
school, a gymnasium, and a hospital. It is this
list of coordinated activities that has made the
shrine known from New York to California.
Now for a bit of history concerning this remarkable organization. In 1876 the second

All the work accomplished has been due to
the persistent efforts of Father Baker. He was
never satisfied to call his work completed.
All funds for the work have been solicited
from persons who have a desire to aid this type
of work.
Last year in his 95th year Father Baker
passed to his eternal reward. The institution
that he started will remain as a memorial
to his work. The good that he accomplished
can never be measured.
—CLARENCE WESTENDORF.

Book Reviews
MY EUROPEAN DIARY
By Daniel A. Lord, S.J.
Father Lord has written a travelog to end all
travelogs. And he has written as only Father
Lord could present the matter. With absolutely
no pretensions whatsoever of constructing an
outstanding thesis on modern travel in Europe
the author merely assembled the thousands of
terse jottings and comments which he had
made concerning his observations while visiting
Rome and on the subsequent tour over the
Continent into one chronological whole, connected the mass in his own pleasing style, and

I read it. And I’m glad I did.
Beginning with a day-by-day description of
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his experiences on board ship going across, the
literary Jesuit tells in an inimitable manner of
his trip to Rome, of his stay and work there at
the headquarters of his society, and then of his
journey through Austria, France, England, and
Ireland. But the entire work would be just
another travelog were it not for the distinctive
manner of relation of incidents. He describes
famous places and historical monuments with
no apparent attempt at studied description. He
gives his impressions of people and things and

then compares them with his previous expectations. Even his remarks about such a common-

place thing as the weather is somehow different
from the ordinary. I believe, in brief, it can all

be summed up in the fact that he injects a large

quantity of his individual and literary personality into his book.

But interest in his “European Diary’ does
not halt with the mere pleasure of reading an
interesting and different style or manner of
presentation. Father Lord’s most recent contribution to literature is really a veritable fountain
of information concerning ancient facts and
figures, mostly in relation to ‘tthe Catholic
Church, present day political conditions, and
the peculiarities of nationality. In a summarized
form the book would represent an excellent
handbook on how to obtain the most benefit out
of a tour of Europe. The American priest certainly does not profess to be a Richard Halliburton or a Lowell Thomas, but he does present
such a readable and interesting resume on

Europeam travel that its perusal can be regarded as the next best thing to an actual
journey over the Old Continent.

—DAN HOBBS.

turbulent heat of conflict to the soothing,
though raw cold of peace. He breaks away from

the shackles of European slavery, called civilization, and chooses his new home among the
low-cultured. For us this means a breaking
away from the world, a seeking for comfort in
inner life.
—ERNEST SPEGELE.

IT CAN’T HAPPEN HERE
By Sinclair Lewis
America goes Fascist! You say it can’t happen? Mr. Lewis says it can. He even gives us
a picture in his “It Can’t Happen Here” of the
future and what there is in store.

The people of the United States place at the
head of their government a certain Senator
Berzelius Windrip, who, no sooner than he is
inaugurated, sets up a dictatorship, appointing

as his Secretary of State his close friend and
ghost writer, Lee Sarason. After a short regime

of little over a year, Windrip is exiled and

NIGHT OVER THE EAST
By Eric von Kuhnelt-Leddihn
In von Kuhnelt-Liddihn’s novel, “Night Over
the East,’ the translation of which is an excellent
piece of work, we find a picture of human
misery painted in the most striking colors of
contrast. He gives us a picture of our present
world-state and that which once has been. The
scene might be placed anywhere in this universe, but the theme will always fundamentally
remain the same. The author’s arbitrary scene
is turbulent eastern Europe, the downfall of the
reigning lords being made synonymous with the
demoralization of the people. Universalize this
picture and you will get an “allgemeine Lebens-

anchauung”—the present misery and hopelessness of mankind being a result of the divorce
from God, who is our Lord.

In his specific picture, as well as from a
general viewpoint, there is ruthless splendor at
the side of the downtrodden and povertystricken; the suppressed and helpless at the

heel of the powerful and haughty. The sceptre
had been handed over from the Hapsburgs to
the scheming bankers, from the loving God to
the powers diabolic. Under the new powers,

Paris, Berlin, and London are complacent in
their luxury and social corruption; among the
Balkan countries is unrest in civil strife and
vice. Vice is everywhere—only the former is

self-imposed, the latter a gesture of despair.
The author’s solution to this world of contradictions is a getting away from all of it—as far
away as possible. Our hero departs from the

Sarason becomes dictator only to be murdered
by a Colonel Haik, Secretary of War. As the
story closes a liberal rebellion has just broken
out in the Northwest and there is a possibility
that they might be victorious; at least it is
assured that the rich will no longer be the

rulers.
The story has been declared to be merely a
translation of the German Nazi revolution in
typically American terms.
Concentration lies mostly on the happenings
in a small town in Vermont during the rise and

course of the dictatorship and their effect on

the life of Doremus Jessup,, a liberal editor of
the Fort Beulah “Daily Informer.” Doremus is,
by the author, made real to us but not altogether
admirable. He is a fighting liberal who loses

his newspaper, sees his son-in-law murdered,

sees his daughter commit murder in revenge,
finds his one-time hired man a fascist boss over
the district in which he lives, and spends months

in a concentration camp seeing the torture and

brutality which existed there.
The success of the story depends not upon

character, but upon incident. Even this does not
keep the story from being at times uninteresting. It seems to have been hastily written in
some parts and again dragged out with irrelevant material added in others. Some of the
“rules for a good novel” are broken and one
hesitates to classify the story as a novel. I

believe that Sinclair Lewis in “It Can’t Happen
Here” has made one of the slips that all good
authors are bound to make now and then.
—GEORGE M. EARLY.
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